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SURGE INCIDENT: Snow & Freezing Conditions  

TIME & DATE: 3pm Tuesday 7th December 2010 

 

Overview: 
The earlier freezing fog is now lifting across the country though it still remains very cold. Further 

outbreaks of snow are expected today in northern England and north west Wales with wintry 
showers in northern Scotland, parts of Northern Ireland and the south east of England. Other 

parts are forecast to stay dry and bright but cold. Tonight, the snow should ease but wintry 
showers will still affect coastal areas, especially in the east. The rest of the UK will be dry but see 

the return of frost and freezing fog.  
 

British Weather Services is warning of very severe country-wide wintry weather from around the 

17th December. Currently, it is expected that Arctic conditions will extend from Scandinavia 
initially into Scotland and north east England, then across the rest of the UK and Ireland. There is 

every risk that this will be a prolonged severe period of wintry weather, resulting in perilous 
conditions that will require adequate forward planning and extreme caution, as and when it 

arrives.   
 

Areas affected: Scotland and the north east continue to bear the brunt of the bad weather 
reflected by the high claims volumes in the areas. Indeed 50% of new losses received yesterday 

by ClaimsAlert were in the north east. The worst affected postcodes are: NE, DL, DH, TS, PH, AB, 

IV, FK, G and EH. 
 

Crawford’s Response - specific action taken: 
New Instructions will be received by the Supplier Link and our 24/7 ClaimsAlert function will be in 

operation Out of Hours as usual. They can be contacted at: 0870 4000400 or 
claimsalert@crawco.co.uk 

 
Despite high claims volumes and restricted access in some areas, all offices remain open. 

Crawford’s Glasgow office, for example, whilst affected by extremely severe weather is fully 

operational due to the dedication of its staff. Crawford’s specialist ARIEL (Agricultural, Rural 
Industries and Estates’ Losses) team is however experiencing access issues in some rural areas 

when trying to arrange initial visits for Weight of Snow claims. Our Command Centre is working 
well and relocating adjusting resource to where it is most needed, supported by the addition of 

extra work. Weekend working will also be in operation again.  
 

Contact: 

Should you have claims which require our attention or need more information relevant to this 
event, please contact any of the contacts shown below: 

Gareth Bowers 

UK Surge Director 
Mobile: 07802 591308 

Richard Turner 

Client Services Director 
Mobile: 07802 591359 
 

 
We continue to fully coordinate our response to this situation and 

will keep you appraised as appropriate with regular communication. 
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